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Slowly with my voice you can't hear me now
spinning like the love that will never die
that morning I woke up and I felt so deep
The center of the earth is way too much heat
posesed in a way that I can explain
my body and my mind on the roof again
poisoning my head coming through my veins
a camaleon is hidden through a line of trees

Once I dream a castle with no one inside
a new magnetic feeling is about to begin
the fist trick I learned wasn't typical
It actualy was better than the rabit one

Friend I'll wait you through the nigth
please come back to me, I'm feeling like
I'm dead living deads are here
We're dancing on the graves
don't kill me cause I'm dead.

Paising every thing that is on my path
people standing up and dancing to the beat
round and round in circles I begin to move
my feelings are just focusing on you
the basement of the house is alone today

I'll practice all my moves and my tricks tonigth
some troubles on the trick of appearing you
a red cloud and purple I wish you were here

Stading on the beach with a castle behind
I learned to appear an elephant but I want you
I tried and tried and tried hard and I tried and tried
I was about to make it but a monkey appeared...

Friend I'll wait you through the nigth
please come back to me, I'm feeling like
I'm dead living deads are here
We're dancing on the graves
don't kill me cause I'm dead.

On the sea, your body to flow
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you are dead and then I let you go (x5)
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